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These tables give the number of emigrants departed by sea, 1922-24,
as ascertained from the returns of the shipping companies. Data for sex




The statistics based on the returns of the passport offices begin in
1920.In the first two years, however, the data do not enable us to dis-
tinguish intercontinental from continental emigration (table IV). From
1922 onward we are able to record occupations separately for both prin-
cipal destinations (tables VI and IX) for 1924, as also with sex and age
combined (tables V and VIII).For 1922-24 we also present a table
(XI) with sex and age combined for all emigrants.
Apart from passport statistics there are data concerning those
seasonal emigrant workers who are equipped with collective identity
papers furnished by the district employment exchanges.These figures
will be found separately, together with the countries of destination, in
table X. (See also note 3.)
(b) IMMIGRATION STATISTICS
(Table XII)
The statistics of immigration cover alien immigrants as well as
turning Czechoslovakians. They are based on the consular registration
of individuals who have obtained a residence permit, either to earn a
livelihood in the country or to take up their abode there for any other
reason.
These statistics are incomplete and provisional. They are incomplete
because it is not necessary to inform Czechoslovakian agents abroad if
one is to enter the country. On the other hand, the number of returning
citizens does not agree with the number registered, because Czecho-
slovakians settled in certain European countries usually hold passports
valid for two years, during which period the holders may return without
notification and in such cases they are not included in the statistics.
Statistics about the number of migrants from Czechoslovakia to
Brazil (1920-24) Canada (1920-24) Cuba (1919-24) United States (1882-
1920) and Argentina (1882-1924) will be found in the national tables for
those countries.Statistics about the number of migrants returning to
Czechoslovakia. from the United States (1908-24) will be found in the
national tables for the latter country.660INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE 1.—INTERCONTINENTAL EMIGRATION OF CITIZENS, BY





































TABLE II.—DI5TRIB EJTION OF EMIGRANT CITIZENS TO EXTRA-EUROPEAN COUNTRIES,



























OF EMIGRANT CITIZENS TO EXTRA-EUROPEAN COUNTRIES,
OCCUPATION (PORT STATISTICS), 1924.




Public services and liberal professions
Wage-earners, general labor, domestic servants









TABLE IV.—EMIGRAPI0N OF CITIZENS TO ALL PARTS, BY COUNTRY OF FUTURE RESI-
DENCE (PASSPORT STATISTICS),
For reference notesseepage 665.CZECHOSLOVAKIA 661
TABLE V.—DISTRIBUTION OF EMIGRANTS TO EXTRA-EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, BY SEX
AND AGE (PASSPORT STATISTICS), 1924.
Age Total Males Females
Up to 4 years 1,866 941 925
5.... 9 years 984 512 472
!O•-14 1,218 606 612
15—19 3,746 1,299 2,447
20—29 16,199 10,338 5,861
30—39 7,096 5,299 1,797
40•49 2,835 2,194 641
30--59 707 400 307
60--69 264 91 173
70and over 50 18 32
Unknown 213 . 113 102
'fotal — 33,180 —. 21,811 13,369
TABLE VI.—DIsTnrntrnoN OF EMIGRANTS TO EXTRA-EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, BY



















































TABLEVIJ.—INTERCONTINENTAL EMIGRATION OF CITIZEWS, BY COUNTRY OF


































For reference notes see page 665.
C,662INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE VIIL—DJsTnuiuTIoN OF EMIGRANT CITIZENS TO EUROPEAN COUNTRIES, BY
SEX AND AGE, 1924.




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































Serb, Croat and Slovene State
Italy
Switzerland










For reference notes see page 665.
15,443 8,674 8,731CZECHOSLOVAKIA 665
SOURCES
Information supplied by the Ministry of Social Affairs, Prague.
Tables I-XI(years1920-24).
Information supplied by the Office of Statistics of Czechoslovakia, Prague.
Table XII (year 1924).
Thpports de l'Office de de la République Tchécoslovaque, année (1925),
No. 18, p. 141; No. 24, p. 197.
Tables XII(years1922-23); VIII (year 1924) (seasonal emigration).
Mitleilungen des Statisti.schem Staatsaintes der Czechoslowakischert Republik.V.
Jahrg.(1924), Nos. 25-26, p.222.
Table VIII (years 1922-23) (seasonal emigration).
NOTES
'These figures are incomplete: 21 reports of administrative districts are missing in 1920 and 10 in 1921.
2The high figure for 1924 is explained by the fact that on learning of the new restrictions upon alien
immigration into the United States many people who intended to emigrate there asked for their passports
early in 1924 in order to be included as soon as possible within the quota for Czechoslovakia.
3Mass emigration for seasonal agricultural work has been arranged by a special international con-
vention.No passports are required.The data are taken from the annual reports of these exchanges.
These figures, however, do not represent the total number of seasonal workers who emigrated.In 1922,
2.998 and in 1923, 2.676 persons emigrated with indiiiidual for seasonal work.
dlncluding 4,982 women.
5The figures for emigration to all parts include 733 emigrants in 1922, 83 in 1923 and 136 in 1924
without indication of country of future residence and therefore exceed by these numbers respectively the
totals of the intercontinental and continental emigration (tables VU and IX).
OProvisional figures.666INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
DENMARK
Statistics of emigration to overseas countries are compiled in con-
formity with the Act of May 1, 1868, concerning the supervision of the
transport of emigrants.On June 30, 1873, the Minister ofJustice
instructed the police authorities to notify emigration agents that every
contract with emigrants must contain information on points mentioned
in the Circular (number Of persons to be transported, their surnames, ages,
etc.).The Circular of the Ministry of Justice dated July 2, 1873, notified
emigration agents that the accuracy of this information must be certified
by the agent or his clerk either by an endorsement on the contract, or a
statement attached to it, and that he must not give this certificate unless
he had an intimate knowledge of the emigrants, or they had supplied
him with certificates issued by the proper police authority, bailiff, parish
minister, or, failing them, by two persons of good standing known to the
agent; these certificates must accompany the contract when the latter
is submitted to the Chief of Police for examination.According to a
Circular of the Minister of Justice, dated July 21, 1899, the contract must
also contain information as to the port of destination.
The declarations made in accordance with this Circular are tabulated
by the Statistical Department in conformity with a Circular of April 28,
1869.
Statistics about the number of migrants from Denmark to Argentina
(1871-1924), Canada (1900-24), United States (1820-1924), Australia
(1902-24) will be found in the national tables for those countries.Statis-
tics about the number of migrants returning to Denmark from Argentina
(1891-1924) and the United States (1908-24) will be found in the national



























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE BY COUNTRY OF DCSTINATION, 1869-1924.
U t d Other
Year Total CanadaAmericanAustraliaAfrica Asia
States
1869 4,359 4,340 12 .. 7
1870 3,525 3,264 54 2 205
1871 3,906 3,249 22 49 579 4 3
1872 6,893 5,941 43 45 862 1 1
1873 7,200 5,926 246 23 1,003 1 1
1874 3,319 2,258 98 13 950
1875 2,073 1,663 47 34 329
1876 1,581 1,336 23 11 198 12 1
1877 1,877 1,374 27 32 107 337
1878 2,972 2,300 95 18 530 29
1879 3,103 2,845 164 50 44
1880 5,649 5,475 145 ... 29
1881 7,985 7,823 105 18 29 10
1882 11,614 11,385 193 7 15 14
1883 8,375 8,280 72 6 15 2
1884 6,307 6,149 123 12 15 7 1
1885 4,346 4,211 45 21 66 1 2
1886 6,263 5,558 68 565 65 1 6
1887 8,802 8,185 190 371 56
1888 8,658 8,268 214 119 48 1 8
1889 8,967 8,271 157 423 107 2 7
1890 10,298 9,524 365 315 87 3 4
1891 10,382 9,789 327 179 73 9 5
1892 10,422 9,763 501 77 62 14 5
1893 9,150 8,551 434 99 35 26 5
1894 4,105 3,719 224 63 31 60 8
1895 3,607 3,287 111 121 34 47 7
1896 2,876 2,479 81 157 47 108 4
1897 2,260 1,963 47 104 48 82 16
1898 2,340 2,073 101 54 49 50 13
1899 2,799 2,611 78 55 18 21 16
1900 3,570 3,253 150 89 17 33 28
1901 4,657 4,288 143 124 31 60 11
1902 6,823 6,383 189 128 45 54 24
1903 8,214 7,474 393 146 51 128 22
1904 9,034 8,405 384 144 43 38 20
1905 8,051 7,158 453 347 55 19 19
1906 8,516 7,596 484 309 64 18 45
1907 7,890 6,945 408 373 83 29 52
1908 4,558 3,704 245 435 110 16 48
1909 6,782 5,682 468 476 79 22 .55
1910 8,890 7,574 658 512 81 28 37
0
ciDENMARK 671














































































































Return furnished by the Department of Statistics of Denmark at Copenhagen..672INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTIQS
FRANCE
A continuous series of port and passport statistics began to be pub-
lished after the Imperial Decree of January 15, 1855.Partial and oc-




Following a suggestion of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs, the
Ministry of the Interior undertook in 1837-39 a statistical enquiry into
the number of citizens and aliens emigrating through the French ports of
Dunkirk, Havre, St. Malo, Brest, Nantes, La Rochelle, Bordeaux,
Bayonne, Cette et Agde, and Marseilles.These data were discovered in
the National Archives of Paris under the following heading: "Etat
numérique des Passagers tant Français qu'Etrangers qui pendant lés
trois dernières années se sont embarques pour les Deux Amériques, dans
les ports de France, d'après les rapports qu'ont addresses M. M. les Préfets
des Départements maritimes." (F' 12237.)(Numerical statement con-
cerning passeflgers whether French or aliens, who during the last three
years have embarked for the two Americas in French ports, compiled on
the basis of reports furnished by the Prefects of the maritime Depart-
ments.)'
The port statistics of Havre, collected from 1837 to 1839, concern
seagoing passengers as a whole.The information supplied by the
Prussian consul at Havre for the year 1840 has reference to steerage pass-
engers.The report furnished to the American Senate Commission,
whence we derive our figures for 1843-46, speaks in general terms of
"emigrants to the United States".It is probable, however, that in this
case also it is a matter of totals.At that period the number of French
emigrants was insignificant.This is well illustrated by the American
source, which distinguishes for the first six months of 1847, 150 French,
600 Swiss, and 12,250 German emigrants.Hubner, speaking of the
figures for 1855 and 1856, states that, in addition to Germans, they
comprise Frenchmen, Swiss, and others.In view of the, foregoing con-
siderations, we decided to enter the emigration figures for IEiavre in the
"total" column.
These port statistics were placed upon a systematic basis by the
above-mentioned Imperial Decree of 1855 (which was incorporated in
the Emigration Act of 1860), in virtue of which the Emigration Com-
missioners appointed in the ports by the Ministry of the Interior are
entrusted with the supervision of emigration.These officers received
orders to ensure the observance of Article 22 of the Decree, which con-
'The data thus supplied were coordinated and compiled by us, but the result cannot
be accepted without certain reservations. For instance, only in some ports were citizens
distinguished from aliens.FRANCE 673
stituted the groundwork of the port statistics (compulsory lists of emi-
grants).'However, the Rap ports make it clear that the Emigration
Commissioners at the ports did not confine themselves to the collection
of data relating to emigration vessels under legal control, for, on the one
hand, they included emigrants embarked on vessels not subject to the
emigration regulations, and, on the other—for certain years—passengers
not under contract to authorised agents, whose embarkation could only
be ascertained after sailing.(See explanatory notes 2 to 5.)
In the ports to which no Emigration Commissioners were appointed,
the control and the collection of the figures was assigned to the police
authorities. As a matter of fact, however, statistical data were only col-
lected in the course of years in few ports, and consecutively scarcely in
any, nor were the forms used throughout identical.These data were
subsequently digested and published by the Emigration Section of the
Ministry of the Interior in special Reports addressed to the Minister.
The statistics for
1857-58 relate to Havre, Bordeaux, Bayonne, St. Nazaire;
1859-64 relate to Havre, Bordeaux, Bayonne;
1865-81 relate to Havre, Bordeaux, Marseilles.
According to the previously mentioned Decree of 1855 and the
corresponding text of the Emigration Act of July 11, 1860, only steerage
passengers, i. e., those travelling thirdS or lowest class were deemed emi-
grants.
A Decree of March 9, 1861, defined an emigrant as a passenger who
paid for his passage on a sailing ship or steamer, including food, a weekly
amount of less than 40 francs.This did not apply to passengers who
took their meals at the captain's or officers' table.In case of doubt, the
Emigration Commissioner's decision was final.
The ab6v-e definitions relate as much to citizens as to aliens.In
regard to the returns concerning emigrant aliens) see p. 105ff.
II.PASSPORT STATISTICS
(Tables V-VILE)
According to the Act of 10 Vend émiaire in the year IV of the Revolu-
tion, every person, whether of French or foreign nationality, who travelled
in France or sought to enter or leave French territory, was required to
'Article 22.—The master or shipowner shall, "twenty-four hours before the de-
parture of the ship,handto the Emigration Commissioner an exact list of the passengers
embarked, with particulars of the age, sex, nationality and destination of each person.
Where fresh emigrant passengers report for embarkation after this list has been handed
in, the master or shipowner shall furnish the Emigration Commissioner with as many
s upplementary lists as may be necessary, prepared in the above-mentioned manner.
The original list, with any supplementary lists, a duplicate of which is to be at-
tached to the ship's papers, shall be finally endorsed and signed at the time of the de-
parture by the Emigration Commissioner and by the master or shipowner. Once these
final lists have been closed, no further emigrant shall be admitted on board."674INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
carry a passport.More detailed instructions were embodied in the
passport regulations of August 23, 1816.
Applications of French citizens for passports had to be addressed,
through the local authorities, to the Ministry of the Portions
of such lists of applications (not relating solely to emigration and covering
certain periods of mass emigration) have been found in the National
Archives in Paris for the first half of 1816 and in the Archives of the Bas-
Department for the period 1808 to 1828.(See Introduction).
Later the passports applied for by individuals intendingtosettle
abroad were of a special character.J. Dun! secured passport statistics
for the years preceding 1857, the year in which the regular publication of
these statistical reports commenced. He derived his data for his Hisloire
de 1' emigration au XIXe siècle (Paris, 1862) from the files of the Emi-
gration Section of the Ministry for Foreign Affairs.His figures ("num-
ber of persons to whom passports were delivered permitting them to
settle abroad, and who may therefore be classed as emigrants"), together
with those subsequently published in the official reports, form a com-
parable series.
1.For the first year common to both reports (1856) the figures
are identical.'For the year following (1857) Duval's figures deviate in a
few units (9), whilst the figures for Algiers coincide.
2.The definition of the term "emigrant" is also identical in both
sources.
3.The statistical data refer in each instance to intercontinental
and continental emigration, but of the countries of destination only
Algiers is singled out for special treatment.
With regard to a continuous record by Prefects of the emigration of
French citizens, a special Order was issued on June 26, 1855.It was laid
down that each Prefecture should send in a monthly statement on emi-
gration to foreign countries, indicating the name, age, sex, commune of
domicile, and occupation of each emigrant.In addition, a second state-
ment was to be sent, dealing with emigration to Algiers (professional
men, workmen, or others).
In an Order of the Minister of the Interior, issued to the Prefects on
November 26, 1855, the following definition of the term "emigrant" is
given which agrees with that of Duval."Generally speaking, emigrants
are persons proceeding abroad or to Algiers with the object of taking up
permanent residence there, and with intent to live in that country on the
proceeds of their labour or professional activities."
Duval's emigration figures relating to Algiers before 1855 are the
result of earlier Decrees issued by the Ministry of the Interior.In this
connection we may note that after an Order dated January 21, 1843, had
been promulgated, it was necessary to resort to a further Order (March
29, 1843), calling upon the Prefects to forward special quarterly reports
on the subject of subsidised emigration to Algiers.This Order, however,
was only partly complied with.(Circular letter of January 15, 1855).
A regular record of emigrants to Algiers was published from 1856 to
'The first official Report and all the following decrees exist only in one manuscript
copy at the "Prefecture de Police" (Paris).• FRANCE 67&
1864; for the following years there is only one return for 1877 in the
passport statistics table.'
The first report submitted by the Emigration Section to the Minister
of the Interior, which is available only in manuscript in the archives of
the Police Prefect, relates to the period from July 1, 1855, to the end of
1856.For later periods, until 1877, the port statistics, and also the
passport statistics (tables V-VIII), both of which appeared in printed
reports, have been used.(Tables entitled "French Emigration by De-
partments" in contradistinction to "French Emigration through Ports".)
In addition to these statistical data, diverging official totals for
emigrant citizens classified by Departments have been found for the
years 1854-60, these figures being "based on the passports delivered to
travellers intending to, settle abroad."(Gustave Lagneau, L'Emigration
de France.Compte rendu de l'Académie des sciences morales et politi-
ques, 44e année, 1884, t. 22, II semestre, p. 520.)Lagneau cites the
,Statistique de la France, 2e série, t. X, p. LXVIII, and t. XI, p. XCII.
Here are his figures:
1854 18,415
1855 19,957
French emigrants who left their Be- 1856 15,858
partments, registered by the 1857 17,958
passport and emigration services 1858 14,010
1859 12,911
1860 12,297
The totals' of the passport statistics before 1877 as given in the
Rap ports and in the source just quoted' do not agree with the port statis-
tics.For 1878 to 1881, on the contrary, the Rapport does not contain
separate passport statistics relating to intercontinental and continental
emigrants, but only the intercontinental returns of the Emigration Com-
missioners from the ports previously mentioned.The first table of the
report for 1878-81 is entitled "French Emigration by Sea" and specifies
the Department in which the emigrants had resided and the totals are
identical with the sum of the returns from the several ports. Presumably
the Commissioners ascertained the Department of previous residence
from the passports or from the transport contracts coiacluded with the
shipping companies.
In 1884, the functions of the Emigration Commissioners of Paris,
Havre and Marseilles were merged in those of the Railway Police Com-
missioners.These latter have retained the significant title "Acting
Emigration Commissioners"., They have continued to register the num-
ber of emigrants who had signed a transport contract with an emigration
agent and departed through a French port (Bayonne, St. Nazaire, Borfl
deaux, Havre and Marseilles).Bodio, too, obtained his statistical data
from the Police Commissioner (Directeur de la Sitreté générale) (see
,Statistica della Emigrazione italiana per l'Estero for 1891, p. 37), clas-
1llowever, the port statistics contain figures which do not appear in thetables:
1878, 870; 1879, 649; 1880, 252; and 1881, 231 emigrants to Algiers.(Mouvement de
l'Emigration en France, 1878-1891, p. 15.)C
676INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
sified, on the one hand, by the above ports and, on the other hand, by
sex, age, nationality and occupation, except for the period 1885 to 1889.
Citizens and aliens, without subdivision for nationality, are distinguished
for theseyears. After 1892, to judge by a statement of the Deputy Police
Commissioner on March 29, 1926, the Minister of the Interior received
from the special Commissioners only the annual totals for the cmi.-
gration movements "of Frenchmen embarked in French ports and
travelling to America". The Annuaire Statistique de la France published
these data until 1913.
A table dealing with the years 1910 to 1924 was placed at our
disposal.Its statistics comprise all individuals proceeding for a long
residence abroad, including those having no intention to return—whose
number is insignificant.(Letter of May 8, 1926.,)
In France, after 1891, not even the total number of emigrant aliens
in transit were published.
III.STATISTICAL DATA RELATING TO LABOUR IMMIGRATION
(Tables VII and VIII)
Data on this subject are collected at the frontier stations by the
inspectors.The table relating to immigration states the number of
alien workers entering the country (omitting the dependents), who have
been examined according to the regulations in force.Serious exception
may be taken to the completeness and the accuracy of the data furnished.
These immigration 6gures depend on a compulsory system of con-
trol, while the departing emigrants are not required to announce at the
frontier their intention to leave the country.The table relating to such
departures is therefore incomplete.
Statistics about the number of migrants from France to South
Africa(1913-24), Argentina (1857-1924),Brazil (1842-1924), Canada
(1900-24),Cuba (1902-24), Mexico (1909-24),Paraguay (1883-1906),
United States (1820-1924), Uruguay (1867-1921), and Australia (1902-24),
will be found in the national tables for those countries.Statistics about
the number of migrants returning to France from Argentina (1857-1924),
Mexico (1911-24), United States (1908-24), andUruguay (1879-1903), will

















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































•TABLE IL—EMIGRATION THROUGH THE PORT OF HAvrtE, 183 7-40, 1843-91.
Year TotalCitizensAliens Year Total CitizensAliens
1837 8,331 1,376 6,955 1866 24,172 3,535 20,637
1838 4,122 744 3,378 1867 22,753 3,305 19,448
1839 10,110 1,216 8,894 1868 18,327 3,230 15,097
1840 19,348 .... .. 1869 22,650 3,617 19,033
1843 8,553 1870 13,960 2,107 11,853
1844 16,660 1871 7,907 3,930 3,977
1845 23,500 . 1872 35,664 12,752 22,912
1846 32,381 . 1873 30,757 5,913 24,844
1847 39,4176 1874 45,767 4,798 40,969
1848 25,306 1875 17,338 2,837 14,701
1849 33,848 .. 1876 13,470 1,281 12,189
1850 32,687 1877 10,703 979 9,724
1851 44,243 1878 16,205 1,263 14,940
1852 24,289 1879 17,725 1,781 15,944
1853 38,566 1880 30,867 2,645 28,222
1854 95,894 1881 31,942 2,530 29,412
1855 21,500 1882 32,510 2,973 29,537
1856 23,307 17,997 1883 28,302 26,096
1857 3,754 30,486 1884 21,634 2,231 19,403
1858 2,116 16,154 1885 17,143 2,018 15,125
1859 1,532 13,860 1886 18,947 2,892 16,055
1860 1,689 19,497 1887 30,220 4,554 25,666
1861 1,019 10,397 1888 38,525 10,628 27,897
1862 877 7,516 1889 38,065 10,745 27,320
1863 627 8,666 1890 39,922 9,076 30,846
1864 1,408 13,299 1891 34,930 3,172 31,758
1865 15,715 3,008 12,707


























































































































































































































































































TABLEVIL—EMIGRATION OF CITIZENS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES AND TO ALGERIA (PASS-
PORT STATISTICS), 1853-64.
0
Year Total To foreign
countries
ToAlgeria
1853 9,694 5,257 4,437



















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XIII.—DJSTJUBUTION OF ALIEN LABORERS WHO LEFT FRANCE, BY NATIONALITY,
1920-24.
Nationality 1920 1921 1922 1923 1924
Belgian 894 6,580 1,236 3,832 —-2,740
Spanish 708 23,097 11,727 11,203 .13,805
Portuguese 6,330 3,934 1,432 4,052 7,093
Greek 278 702 138 61
Italian 777 23,197 33,484 39,383 23,920
Polish 2,866 4,113 1,850 77 89
Russian .... .... 8
Ozechoslovakian 44 124 13 1,343 105
Other nationalities... 254 789 421
Total 12,151 62,536 50,309 59,951 47,752
SOURCES
Return supplied by the Ministry of the Interior to the Ministry of Foreign Affairs.
MS.inthe Archives Nationales in Paris.(F. 712337.)
TablesI and II (years1837-39).
RapportaS.E. 1€ Mini sire de l'Intérieur sur l'Emigration, 1856. MS. in the archives
of the Public Security Section, Ministry of the Interior, Paris.
Tables I, II and VII (year 1856).
Idem (printed)1857 and 1858; 1859 and 1860; 1861 and 1862; 1863 and 1864;
1865 to 1874; 1875 to 1877; 1878 to 1881.Paris, 1859, 1861, 1863, 1866, 1876, 1879
and 1883.
TablesI-XI (years 1857-8 1).
Annuaire &ati.stique. Ministry of Labour and Social Welfare, 33rd vol. Paris'
1914, p. 164.
Table VI (years 1892-1909).
Bulletin du Ministère du Travail et de l'Hygiène, 33rd year, July-August-September
1926.Paris, pp. 2654-266.
Tables XII and XIII.
Information supplied by the Ministry of the Interior.
Table VI (years 1.910-24).
Duval, Jules.Histoire de l'Emigration européenne, asiaiiq'ue et africaine au XIXe
siècle.Paris, 1862, p. 105.
TableVII (years 1853-55).
Reportof the German consul at Havre to the Prussian Ministry of Foreign Affairs
dated February 16, 1841.Preuss. Geh. Staatsarchiv H. H. Rep. 1, Ger. 2, Vol. IX.
Statistica della E?nigrazione italiana per gli anni 1884 e 1885, pp. LXXX-LXXXII,
and 1891, pp. 38-40. Rome.
Tables I and II (years 1882-91); Ill-V (years 1882-84, 1890 and 1891).FRANCE 685
Report of the Select Committee of the Senate of the United States on the Sickness and
Mortalityon BoardEmigrant Ships.Washington, 1854, p. 40.
Table II, (years 1843-46).
Hubner, Jahrbuch fitrVoll swirtschaftund Statistik,vols.I-V.Leipzig,1853-57.
Table II (years 1847-56).
NOTES
lOnly includes alien emigrants embarked at Havre.
2Refers to emigrants embarked on vessels not subject to the emigration regulations.
3These figures include 4,526 emigrants in 1859 and 5,176 iii 1860 embarked on vessels not subject to
the emigration regulations.
41n l:his figure are included 1,894 emigrants embarked on vessels not subject to the emigration regu-
lations, 1,146 passengers not under contract to authorized agents and the embarkation of whom could only
be ascertained after sailing, and 751 emigrants through the Port of Marseilles without distinction of nationa-
5lncludes 1,959 emigrants embarked on vessels not subject to the emigration regulations and 816
emigrants through the Port of Marseilles without distinction of nationality.
6The American source gives, for the first six months of 1847, a total of 16,000, comprisIng 15,250
Germans, 600 Swiss and 150 French.
7lncludes a certain number of emigrants regarded as aliens who departed from 1-(avre on vessels not
subject to the emigration regulations as follows:
1857 4,540 1861 2,4.35
1858 5,035 1862 969
1859 4,526 1863 3,040
1860 5,176 1864 1,959
81nthis year 63 children under 10 years of age who emigrated through the Port of Bordeauxare in-
cluded in the figures for adults.
9For 2,191 emigrants age not stated.
lOFor 1,320 emigrants age not stated.
ilFigures for Havre, Bordeaux and Marseilles in 1915 and 1916; for Bordeaux, 1917 and 1918;
1919, except St. Nazaire, and in the first six months Cherbourg.
l2As from 1865 the totals of emigrants distinguished by sex are greater than those of the emigrants
distinguished by age, probably because the former totals also include emigrants whose ages were not de-
termined,Nevertheless, the figures of "children and minors" do not correspond exactly with the sum of
persons tip to 20 years.




Previous to 1871 the local authorities in various German States re-
ceived instructions at differeht dates about keeping a continuous record
of emigrants. Intending emigrants were obliged to have permits.Exact
data concerning emigrants could be thus obtained when an applica-
tion for a permit was made. The granting of this permit was regulated
in the laws and decrees of the German States. These regulations varied
in stringency and the temptation to emigrate without a permit varied
accordingly.Moreover, instances of clandestine emigration came to the
knowledge of the authorities in a haphazard way.For example, cases
of emigration without permit were not statistically noted in Prussia
until after 1855.'
Permits were required for intercontinental and continental emi-
gration, as well as for migrating from one German State to another.
But in a large number of German States migration to other German
States, not to mention migration to non-Germanic countries, was not
allowed.
The Commission entrusted in 1870 with the reorganisation of the
statistics of the German Customs Union, proposed to the Council of the
North German States Federation, that the arrival and departure of
migrants should cease to be locally recorded.This form of statistical
registration was then discontinued and in its place the central authorities
prescribed the collection at all ports of embarkation of certain data
bearing on intercontinental migration.2
II.PORT STATISTICS
German Ports.
Before 1873 port statistics of migration were collected and compiled
by the port authorities; after that date the Federal Statistical Office
regularly published comprehensive migration reports in the Viertel-
jahrshefte zur Statistik des deutschen Reichs.
At Bremen and Hamburg, port statistics of migration go back to
1832 and 1836 They were collected under various police
orders relating to the regulation of emigration. The shipping agents are
bound to supply the authorities with lists of intercontinental emigrants.
From 1846 onwards Hamburg, and from 1866 onwards Bremen, distin-
guished between citizens and aliens. But the countries of future residence
of emigrant citizens were not noted in Bremen until 1866 and in Hamburg
until 1871.In Bremen emigrants were defined:
1Coxnpare Zeilschrift des KOnigl.Preussischen Stati.stischen Bureaus, 13th year,
1873,Berlin, 1873, P. 7.
2Statistik des deutschem Bd. 11.; Vierteljahrshefte zurStalistikdes deutschen
Reichs für das Jahr 1873,1. Jahrg., II. Heft, p. 129.
31n the other ports, such as Stettin, data were not continuously collected and the
figures are accordingly of limited value.GERMANY 687
(a) Europeans who leave their country with the intention of set-
tling overseas;
(b)Europeanswho, mostly at an early age, leave their country
with the intention of taking advantage of the more favorable labor
market overseas, but contemplate returning after the lapse of a number
of years;
(c) Former Europeans who, as naturalised Americans, etc., have
returned, perhaps with their families, to Europe, and are about to return
to their adopted country;
(d) Tourists from extra-European countries, on the way home.
In Hamburg:
(a) All passengers on emigrant vessels,' that is, such vessels as de-
part for a transatlantic destination with more than 25 passengers on
board;
(b) A few persons carried by other vessels, but whom the shipping
agents in their reports to the police authorities expressly describe as
emigrants.2
Bremen, accordingly, recorded only the real emigrants among the
European passengers, whilst Hamburg identified as emigrants not only a
portion of the non-European passengers (as Bremen did), but also a
certain percentage of ordinary European passengers.
Even for subsequent periods no uniform definition of the term
"migrant" existed.In the report "Die überseeische Auswanderung in den
Jahren 19P22 und (Overseas Emigration in 1922 and 1923) (vol. 307 of
Statistik des deutschen Reichs), the following remark occurs: "The record-
ed number of emigrants will not coincide with the actual number, in that
cabin passengers are generally excluded from the list of emigrants. An
unequivocal definition of the term 'emigrant' is still a desideratum".
Aliens, like citizens, were entered in the passenger lists and included
in the emigration statistics.
Under the Order of May 18, 1851, "relating to the. conveyance of
emigrants who proceed from Hamburg to other continents by way of
intermediate ports in Europe", Hamburg has taken statistical note of
indirect emigration, more especially via English ports.Indirect emi-
gration via Bremen was far less important and was not Tables
II and III allow consequently for indirect emigration since
The expert commission of 1870 deliberately excluded emigration by
sea to other European countries, contend.ing that there were extreme
difficulties in distinguishing between ordinary and emigrant passengers.
Notwithstanding this decision, a certain number of such passengers were
1The following definition of an emigrant will be found in the Statistik des Hamburg-
ischen Staates (Heft 17, Hamburg, 1895): "Emigrants from Hamburg are persons who
travel by a vessel authorised to carry emigrant passengers."Hence nonemigrants in
the statistical sense, mainly citizen tourists and Americans returning home, were
included.
2Prior to 1870, those who travelled on vessels not confined to carrying passengers
were also registered as emigrants in Hamburg.(Ibid., p. 133, note 1.)
'Compare Lindemann, M., "Legislation and Arrangements in favor of Emigrants
at Bremen," in Auswanderung und Auswanderungspolilik in Deulschland, Schrif ten des
Vereins für Sozialpolitik, Leipzig, 1892, p. 430.
4St.alisiik desDeulschenReichs, 1873, pp. 132 and 123, note 1.688INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
statistically noted during the period 1899 to 1923, in table VI (totals).
We have taken no account of these figures but they could not be eli-
minated from tables VII and VIII.
From 1871 onwards the tables include emigration via German and
foreign ports,save for table VII which is confined to data relating to
German ports.
Foreign Ports (Table IV.)
For the years 1837 to 1839 data are available for Havre.In the
document quoted already, and found in the Archives Nationales in Paris
special reference is made to the fact that the alien emigrants, apart from
a number of Swiss, were of German nationality.The German consul at
Havre reported in 1840 that the emigrants embarking at that port
(19,348) were almost exclusively of German nationality and that their
number exceeded those departing through Bremen or Hamburg.Early
in the '40's, German emigration through foreign ports assumed such
proportions that the Prussian Ministry for Foreign Affairs on May 9,
1845, addressed a circular letter, not only to its ambassadors at Hamburg
and Bremen, but also to its consuls at Havre, Rotterdam and Antwerp,
instructing them to pay particular attention to German emigration and to
communicate to the Ministry the most reliable statistical and other data
on the subject.'Unfortunately only a few of the reports could be traced
in the Prussian General State Archives (Preussisches Geheimes Staatsar-
chiv); but those that were found tend to confirm the reliability of other
and more complete semi-official sources.
No data were obtained for the years 1841 and 1842.Beginning
with 1843, official figures are available for the Port of Autwerp, and these
relate chiefly to emigration from Germany. For the years 1844 and 1845
comprehensive statistics relating to "emigration of Germans" from the
most important ports (Havre, Dunkirk, Antwerp, Dutch and English
ports) will be found in Höfken.(See Historical Introduction.)For the
years 1846 to 1854 Table IV, following Hubner, gives the total number
of "German emigrants" leaving through foreign ports.Hübner's figures
refer to Antwerp, Rotterdarn, and Havre, and for certain years (1844
and 1852) to Amsterdam, but include, for 1846, Dunkirk with 1,475 and,
for 1850, Genoa with 132 German emigrants.Hübner's detailed figures
for the ports of France and the Netherlands, as well as for Antwerp, are
reproduced but the emigrants who were not German citizens could not be
deducted.However, the reports of the Prussian consular offices in these
ports confirm on the whole the reliability of Hübner's figures.
In respect of English ports, Hubner presents an estimate of the
number of those passengers who proceeded overseas from Hamburg via
England.These are included in the emigrant totals for Hamburg, viz.:
500, for 1846; 1,000, for 1847; 1,000, for 1848; 2,000, for 1849; 4,000,
for 1850; 5,000, for 1851; and 8,625, for 1852.But thelastyear
'The Ministry for Foreign AffairstoAmbassador Hänlein at Hamburg, Consul
Carp at Rotterdam, Consul Saportes at Antwerp, and Consul Werner at Havre. (Preuss-
isches Geheimes Staatsarchiv, Rep. 1, "Emigration to Overseas Countries," (II, vol. 1.)Ilubner quotes another figure (31,068), which is inserted under the
heading "other ports," both German and foreign. As emigration through
German ports other than Hamburg and Bremen' and through foreign
ports other than those mentioned in the table was insignificant, the excess
must be due to migration through English ports.For the year 1853 the
number of emigrants who proceeded overseas indirectly from Hamburg
via England was 10,511.In that year the British statistics showed 31,459
alien passengers and 20,349 whose nationality was not ascertained, the
majority of both these blasses being probably of German nationality.
For the same year (1853) the German consul at Liverpool reports that
20,000 Germans emigrated through that port,2 which was the most
important for emigrants from Germany.So far as it is a matter of
indirect travel through other continental ports to England for overseas
migration, the figures are very likely in great part duplicate data.
For the following years also the emigration totals for alien passen-
gers embarking in British ports are given in table IV, British Isles.
These passengers, until the seventies, were for the most part German
citizens.For the periods 1857-84 and 1890-9 1 detailed figures of German
emigrants are available for Havre and for certain other French ports—
the latter, however, being practically negligible for German emigration—
in the printed Rap ports submitted to the French Minister of the Interior.
These emigrants are even classified according to the German State whence
they came, such as Hesse, Bavaria, Wurttemberg, Prussia.
After 1871 the Statistisches Re'ichsamt published detailed figures re-
garding German emigrants embarking at Antwerp, also totals for Havre,
Rotterdam and Amsterdam (1885 onward).
:jjjSTATISTICS OF ALIEN SEASONAL WORKERS
With regard to the seasonal movement of workers from continental
countries, official statistics were based on the reports of the Centra'
Office :f or Workers (Deutsche Arbeiterzentrale).In conformity with the
Decree of the Prussian Minister of the I4erior, December 20, 1907, this
organisation had to keep the register of alien immigrant workers.In
order to obtain authorisation to remain and to find employment in the
country, these workers had to be in possession of an identification card
issued at the frontier by the Central Office and renewed annually.
These seasonal workers were supposed to have left Germany by
December 1, but in fact a not unimportant proportion remained through
the winter.Efforts were made to trace them; different identification
cards were supplied to new immigrants and to those others who had not
spent the winter abroad.
However, the number of certificates issued cannot be considered as
conclusive, since registration did not exist in all the Federated States.
In Bavaria, Hesse and in the Hanseatic towns, it was not obligatory.In
'Hofken quotes the following figures for Stettin: 114, for 1845; 329, for 1846; and
74, for 1847.
2Consul Burckhardt at Liverpool to the Minister for Foreign Affairs in Berlin on
February 8, 1854.690INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
Baden it became obligatory in 1917, while in Saxony and WUrttemberg
it was not completely enforced until 1920.Furthermore, even in the
States where it was obligatory, experience had shown that a fairly large
number of foreign workers succeeded in evading it at the frontiers.
Foreign workers who crossed the frontier without being registered
had to obtain an identification card issued by the local authority of the
place in which the worker was employed, but this check was always in-
complete and inaccurate, owing to the lack of collaboration between em-
ployers and the local authorities, and to the subterfuges of the workers.'
Moreover, it is not the number of persons but the number of identity
cards issued to individuals which is recorded, and workers frequently had
to obtain such cards several times in the same year.
For these reasons the number of foreign workers employed in Ger-
many was probably larger than that indicated by the figures of the
Central Office.A memorandum drawn up by the Federal Statistical
Office gives the statistical information supplied by the Central Office for
Workers for the years 1910 to 1920.As the frontier records were in-
complete, one of the tables (Appendix 9, p. 30) shows the yearly im-
migration and emigration of alien workers on the following basIs.By
deducting from the total of the identification cards issued the number of
those alien workers who were in the country at the commencement of the
year, the number of alien workers who immigrated during the year was
obtained and by taking th& difference at the close of the year between
the total number of identification cards issued and the number of those
holding cards who remained for the winter, the number of seasonal work-
ers departed during the year was obtained.(Ibid., p. 12.)
In 1920 the obligatory return of seasonal immigrants to their country
of origin was abolished in virtually all German States. This diminished
the interest of the authorities in the control of the entry of new immi-
grants at the frontiers.
Strictly speaking, the German continental migration statistics repre-
sent since 1921 the number of alien workers placed by the frontier offices
of the German Central Office for Workers, as these statistics are directly
connected with the actual migration movements, and in view of the fact
that industrial immigration has almost ceased since the War and that the
much reduced number of agricultural workers is recruited almost ex-
clusively by the frontier offices of the German Central Office for Workers,
the new immigration figures may be said to, correspond closely to the facts.
On the other hand, the statistics based on the number of identifica-
tion cards issued include also the contingents of alien workers who have
been for successive years employed in the territory of the Reich and
whose cards require to be renewed annually, exemption from this pro-
vision being granted in exceptional circumstances.At all events, the
latter form of statistics reflects the development of the conditions cçeated
by these migrations and may be regarded as indirect migration statistics
of minor accuracy.
Statistics about the number of migrants from Germany to Palestine
"'Continental Immigration in Germany, Control and Statistics," International
Labour Review, 1924, No. 1; Ferenezi, Continental Migrations of Workers in Europe.GERMANY 691
(1922-24), South Africa (1913-24), Argentina (1857-1924), Brazil (1828-
1924), Canada (1848-74 and 1900-24), Cuba (1902-24), Mexico (1909-24),
Paraguay (1881-1906), United States (1820-1924), Uruguay (1879-1921)
and Australia (1902-24) will be found in the national tables for those
countries.Statistics about the number' of migrants returning to Ger-
many from Argentina (1857-1924), Mexico (1911-24),United States (1908-
24) and Uruguay (1879-1921) will be found in the national tables for
those countries.
TABLE I.—EMLGIt&TIoIq FROM GERMANY (sTATIsTIcs OF ALJT}(ORIZED ANDCLANDESTINEEMIGRATION
SUPPLIED BY THE VARIOUS STATES), 1836-70.
Volume of emigration from various German Remarks States (of. col. 6)
Intercon-Emigrated
year' To tinental, toclandestinely




1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.
1836 6,944 1,049 5,805 1,240
1837 6.922 1,114 5,808 1,396
1838 3,601 1,160 2,44.1 704
1839 7,040 1,379 5,661 1.188 Bavaria.
1840 7,590 1,342 6,248 1,146
1841 4,459 1,302 3,157 745
1842 4,155 1,420 2,735 . 885
1843 6,553 1,369 5,184 826Bavaria, Wiirttciubcrg,
1844 8,826 1,480 7,346 975electorate of 1-lesse.
1Baden,1843-47
1845 23,316 1,191 22.125 3.1.03
d' emigrants in as above, inching
JalP
1846 .38,933 1,332 37,601 4.605 Prussia2
1847 41,866 1,218 40,648 5,572
as al)ove, mel 2848 23,928 1,012 22,916 3,835
1849 23,214 922 22,292 4,258' Barton
uding
1850 22.602 934 21,668 4,530
1asabove, including
1851' 37,707 1,025 36,282 5,689 Olrlenburg4
Iasabove, including
'i.(Kingdomof)Saxony 1852 82,179 690 81,489 7.283Hesse-Nassau 1853.55,4,209 in all3
I
1853 84,754 989 83,765 8,278
1854 126,282 1,067 .125,215 9,291
I
1855 46,244 1,041 45,203 8,649as above, including
1856-58.
1856 50,699 1,213 49,486 10,129 5
1.857 68,536 1,365 67,171 15,166and Brunswick
1858 34,804 1,367 33,437 6,331
1859 32.002 1,753 30,249 5,539
I
1860 40,429 1,997 38,432 8,158as above, including }ibid 1859-61,2,7712 Hanover
1861 31,700 1,842 29,458 5,394
as above, but exclusive 1862-64, 1876 1862 31,734 4,794 26,940 4,948of the electorate of j'einigrants! Hesse and Oldenburg
1863 33,960 5,327 28,633 5.407as above, but exclusive
1864 39,896 5,306 34,590 7,256of Hesse-Nassau
1865 54,253 4,916 49,337 10,098as above, but exclusive
1866 48,450 3,948 44,502 10,739of Weimar-Eisenach and
1867 78,064 4,957 73,107 18,351including (Kingdom of)
1868 77,120 3,832 73,288 19,834Saxony and (since
1869 75,915 4,618 71,297 19,8701867) Flesse-Nassau (in
1870 57,629 8,024 49,605 15,278Prussia)
For reterence notes see page 708.692INTERNATIONAL MIGRATION STATISTICS
TABLE 11.—EMIGRATION OF CITIZENS AND ALIENS TmIOUGR GERMAN PORTS (HAMBURG
AND BREMEN), 1832-70.
YearTotal CitizensMiens YearTotal Citizens Aliens
18326 10,344
t
1852 87,586 82,461 3,125
18336 8,891 1853 87,760 81,523 6,237
.18346 13,086 1834127,694 116,190 11,504
18356 6,185 1855 50,202 45,241 4,961
1836 17,007 1856 62,720 58,713 4,007
1837 17,514 .... 185? 81,014 75,927 5,087
1838 10,267 1858 42,976 38,438 4,538
1839 13,981 . 1839 35,253 31,714 3,339
1840 14,526 1860 46,511 42,136 4,375
1841 11,001 . . 1861 30,939 27,362 3,577
1842 14,234 1862 35,264 28,778 6,486
1843 11,683 1863 42,856 36,083 6,773
1844 21,631 1864 32,756 47,802 4,954
1845 34,210 1865 87,349 77,648 9,901
1846 37,229 .. 1866106,637 84,403 22,254
1847 41,310 1867116,860 88,725 28,135
1848 36,532 1868116,483 96,025 20,458
1849 34,249 1869110,813 88,529 22,284
1850 33,206 1870 79,337 59,100 20,237
1851 49,772 49,214 558
Fob'reference notes see page 708.GERMANY 693



























































































































































































































TABLE 111.—EMIGRATION VIA HAMBURG AND
1832-70
BREMEN, BY COUNTRY OF










































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE V.—DISTRIBUTION OF EMJGRANTS VIA HAMBURG, BY AND AGE, 1855-70.
Year Total
Details of sex and age available.


































































































TABLE OF INTERCONTINENTAL OF CITIZENS, 1871-1924.
Through foreign ports
Through Rotterdam





Th71 76,224 75,912 312
1872 128,152 124,534 1,116 2,502
1873 110,438 100,040 3,598 6,800
1874 47,671 43,536 1,576 2,559
1875 32,329 28,707 2,066 1,556
1876 29,644 23,880 4,488 1,276
1877 22,898 20,128 1,836 934
1878 25,627 23,241 976 1,410
1879 35,888 29,238 4,089 2,561
1880 117,097 94,966 11,224 10,907
1881 220,902 184,369 26,178 10,355
1882 203,585 169,216 24,653 9,716
1883 173,616 143,951 22,168 7,497
1884 149,065 126,511 17,075 5,479
1885 110,119 88,900 14,742 3,596 2,881
1886 83,225 66,647 10,040 3,188 3,350
1887 104,787 79.473 16,132 4,107 5,075
1888 103,951 80,671 14,057 3,787 5,436
1889 96,070 74,101 12,657 3,501 5,811
1890 97,103 74,820 13,765 3,340 5,178
1891 120,089 93,145 19,069 3,178 4,697
1892 116,339 90,183 17,554 4,471 4,131
1893 87,677 71,008 11,532 1,918 3,219
1894 40,964 33,566 4,158 1,454 1,786
1895 37,498 29,226 4,924 1,407 1,941
1896 33,824 25,771 5,199 1;144 1,710
1897 24,631 18,801 3,769 650 1,411
1898 22,221 17,173 3,064 600 1,384
1899 24,32310 19,786 2,870 1,008 654
1900
0 22,30910 16,690 3,305 1,949 286
1901 22,07310 16,467 3,307 1,903 286
1902 32,098 23,530 5,792 2,278 498
1903 36,310 27,614 5,457 2,579 660
1904 27,984 22,018 4,215 1,454 297
1905 28,075 21.966 4,337 1,519 253
1906 31,074 25,474 3,972 1,379 249
1907 31,696 26,380 3,313 1,770 233
1908 19,883 16,722 1,774 1,300 87
1909 24,921 18,315 1,952 4,536 118
1910 25,531 21,409 1,863 2,108 151
1911 22,690 18,706 1,345 2,452 187
1912 18,545 13,734 1,433 3,261 117
1913 25,843 18,440 1,662 5,601 140






1920 8,458 869 7,589
1921 23,451 18,184 197 5,070
1922 36,527 35,887 640
1923 115,416 113,812 1,604
1924 58,32811 56,058 448 1,800








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE X.—VOLUME OF ALIEN INTERCONTINENTAL TRANSIT MIGRATION (OuTGoING
MOVEMENT),1871-1924.
Through other
Year Total Through Bremen Through HamburgGerman
ports
1871 26,828 14,858 11,970
1872 30,290 13,499 16,791
1873 32,377 14,633 17,744
1874 32,144 12,726 19,350 68
1875 27,874 11,890 15,984
1876 26,720 10.693 16,027
1877 21,696 9,851 11,845
1878 23,130 10,154 12,976
1879 22,525 10,826 11,699
1880 54,803 28,703 26,100
62,967 24,257 38,706 4
1882 62,524 20,081 42,057 386
1883 57,363 23.556 33,799 8
1884 68,986 27,345 41,618 23
1885 66,247 31,645 34,068 534
1886 99,827 36,585 62,919 323
1887 92,989 44,186 48,359 444
1888 106,386 42,526 63,081 779
1889 106,808 53,093 51,285 430
189C . 168,471 93,345 74,421 705
1891 196,080 80,148 112,658 3,274
1892 151,412 69,521 80,676 1,215
1893 98,288 69,548 28,362 378
1894 52,760 30,230 22,530
1895 95,074 53,832 41,100 142
1896 95,803 54,492 40,424 887
1897 64,419 37,239 26,247 933
1898 83,805 51,660 31,712 433
1899 130,646 77,092 53,534
1900 160,129 86,888 73,241
1901 166,626 101,463 65,163
1902 221,432 129,369 92,063
1903 268,227 158,681 109,546
1904 219,096 119,352 99,744
1905 284,787 172,011 112,776
1906 325,990 191,690 134,300
1907 363,615 216,883 146,732
1908 106,499 64,504 41,995
1909 239,637 132,455 107,182
1910 254,618 143,983 110,635
1911 183,233 102,845 80,388
1912 290,386 161,977 128,409
1913 413,857 229,854 184,003






1920 1,975 1,966 9
1921 19,422 6,003 13,414 5
1922 38,393 12,495 25,896 2
1923 51,934 18,868 33,066
































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































TABLE XITL—CONTINENTAL MIGRATION OF ALIEN WORKERS, 1910-24.
Number of new- Number of new-
Yeariy immigrated Number of work-Yearly immigrated Number of work-
alien workers ers who departed alien workers ers who departed
(identified) again (identified) again
1910 444,798 — 444,321 1918 —175,461 617,321
1911 497,797 475,369 1919 167,580 172,044
1912 513.737 512,740 1920 206,714
1913 549;99o 512,277 1921 21,687
1914 500,327 278,933 1922 29,917
1913 108,393 121,937 1923 29,642
1916 142,060 111,144 1924 29,118
1917 179,381 142,133
SOURCES
Information supplied by the ,Statistisches Reichsaml.
Tables I, II, V-XII, III (except the figures concerning Bremen, from 1836 to
1846); XIII (years 1921-24).
Die uberseeische Auswanderung in den Jahren 1922-23, in Statistik des deutsehen
Reiches, vol. 307, Berlin.
Tables VI-XII (years 1901-23).
Denlcschrift des deutsehen Reichstages, 1922.No. 8, p. 30.
Table XIII (years 1910-20).
Report of the Select Committee of the Senate of the United States on the Sickness and
Mortality on Board Emigrant Ships.Washington, 1854, pp. 43, 44 and 46.
TableIII (years183641, Bremen).
Hofken, Dr. Gust.Deutsche Auswanderung uS Kolonisation mit Himblick auf
Ungarn. Wien,1830, p. 37.
Table IV (years 184445).
Hubner,fahrbuch far Volkswirtschaft und Statistik.vols.I-V, Leipzig, 1853-57.
TableIV (years 1846-54).
NOTES
Prussia (1845-53) and. Bavaria the figures refer to the period October 1 to September 30;the
year 1854 for Prussia comprises the period October 1, 1853 to December 31, 1854.
2Prussia up to 1866 excludes Hanover, Hesse, Nassau and Schleswig-Holstein.
3These figures have not been included in the yearly columns.
4Oldenburg up to 1854 excludes the principalities of Lubeck and Birkenfeld.
6As from 1851 only emigrants from the German Empire.
6Bremen only.
7Hamburg only.
8lnvluding in 1850, 135; in 1851, 184 and in 1852. 7,690, whose country of destination is not stated.GERMANY 709
9Note in the Hamburg publication: "In the years 1853 and 1867 the figures show inexplicable dif-
ferences (of 23 and 44 respectively)".
'°Inc.luding emigrants via Liverpool: 5 in 1899, 79 in 1900 and 110 in 1901.
Ulncluding 22 emigrants via Danzig.
i-2For the years 1872-83 the age groups are: "under one year","l to 10 years," 'over 10 years".
iSThe total of German emigrants disagrees with the total of emigrants by age groups, as the latter
include personsLuxemburg nationality, who cannot be distinguished and the number of whom by sex
was:








"Includes2,177 males and 1,234 females over 14 years of age.
45 in 1898 and 55 in 1899 to "other parts of America".
Other parts of America and America without further specification
1TUp to 1898, inclusive of passengers carried on emigrant ships but who did not belong to the emigrant
class.
18lncludes emigrants from the following countries: Danzig, Memel, Finland, Estonia, Latvia, Lithu-





























































l9lncludes 4 in 1881. 386 in 1882 and 8 in 1883, whose country of destination is not stated.